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HANDBOOKS, this guide takes

reference guide to 24th century

an in-depth look at the space

Federation life on the diplomatic

station Deep Space 9 and the

outpost.

starship U.S.S. Defiant. The

Batman: The Animated Series

perfect gift for the Star Trek fan

Mondo 2020-10-06 "Chock-full of

in your life! Exploring the

gorgeous pieces of art, many of

former Cardassian space station in

which I would love to hang on

detail, this volume looks at Deep

my wall, Batman: The Animated

Space 9's history and operation

Series: The Phantom City

under the command of Captain

Creative Collection, is one of my

Benjamin Sisko of the United

favorite pieces." – DC Comics

Federation of Planets. The

News Mondo is proud to present

chapters feature the station, the

Batman: The Animated Series:

warship the U.S.S. Defiant, and

The Phantom City Creative

the small, multi-purpose

Collection, a visually

runabouts used as transport by

breathtaking celebration of the

the crew. With technical

Emmy Award–winning series.

information from official sources,

Known for their limitless passion

annotated exterior views and

and incredible ingenuity for film

isometric illustrations of key

and television posters, Mondo

locations, this handbook provides

turns their attention to the

an extraordinary reference guide

highly acclaimed show Batman:

to 24th century Federation life

The Animated Series. The show

on the diplomatic outpost. With

first aired in 1992 and was

technical information from

instantly met with critical praise

official sources, annotated exterior

for its sophisticated writing and

views and isometric illustrations

distinctive, noir-influenced art

of key locations, this volume

style, generating an intense

provides an extraordinary

following that still exists today.
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Over the years, Mondo has

know about this iconic starship.

received global recognition for

Featuring details from both TV

their astonishing artisanal posters,

series and the first six movies.

and their creations for Batman:

Includes a die-cast metal

The Animated Series are no

collectible model of the iconic

exception. The studio has

U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-A

partnered exclusively with the

from the original Star Trek

award-winning artist at Phantom

movies. This volume, featuring

City Creative, Inc., Justin

the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701

Erickson, in order to bring this

and the U.S.S. Enterprise

show to life in a striking and

NCC-1701-A, is a detailed,

unparalleled way. Filled with

illustrative account of the TV

Erikson’s slick graphic design as

starship from the original

well as beautifully rendered

1966-1969 series, and the movie

illustrations, this Batman: The

starship from STAR TREK: THE

Animated Series art book is a

MOTION PICTURE (1979),

one-of-a-kind tribute to one of

STAR TREK II: THE WRATH

the greatest animated shows of all

OF KHAN (1982), STAR TREK

time.

III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK

Star Trek: The U.S.S. Enterprise

(1984), STAR TREK IV: THE

NCC-1701 Illustrated Handbook

VOYAGE HOME (1986), STAR

Plus Collectible Ben Robinson

TREK V: THE FINAL

2019-10-15 Captain James T.

FRONTIER (1989), and STAR

Kirk's Original Starship

TREK VI: THE

Enterprise! Includes a die-cast

UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY

model of the movie version of

(1991). Plus, Captain Pike's

the U.S.S. Enterprise. This FIRST

Enterprise from the hit TV series

full color volume ever published

STAR TREK: DISCOVERY.

has everything you want to

With isometric illustrations of all
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the key locations, annotated plan

Bajoran liaison to the station

views, detailed technical

believes that Altek has been sent

information, Starfleet equipment,

from the Prophets, out of a

and uniforms and insignia, the

nearby wormhole. The last time

chapters follow the starships

such an event occurred, it was to

through time and provide an

reassure Benjamin Sisko of his

extraordinary reference guide to

place as the Emissary. For what

these iconic Federation vessels.

purpose has Altek now been sent

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine:

out of the Celestial Temple?

Sacraments of Fire David R.

Avatar Book One S.D. Perry

George III 2015-06-30 Days after

2012-10-02 Star Trek's grittiest

the assassination of Federation

and most challenging series may

President Nan Bacco on Deep

have reached its climactic

Space 9, the unexpected

conclusion on the television

appearance of a stranger on the

screen, but all-new adventures

station raises serious concerns. He

on the frontiers of Federation

seems dazed and confused,

space continue between the

providing-in a peculiar patois of

covers of Pocket Books. In the

the Bajoran language-

aftermath of the Dominion War

unsatisfactory answers. He offers

that brought the Star Trek

his identity as Altek, of which

universe to the brink of ruin,

there is no apparent record, and

space station Deep Space Nine -

he claims not to know where he

the galaxy's nexus of military

is or how he got there. A quick

and scientific intrigue, situated as

scan confirms the visitor is armed

it is on the wormhole that links

with a projectile weapon-a

two quadrants - once again

firearm more antiquated than,

becomes a flashpoint of

but similar to, the one that took

impending Armageddon when a

President Bacco's life. But the

surprise attack cripples the
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station, killing the First Officer

the one true Emissary of the

and threatening the fragile peace.

mirror universe—a messianic

Colonel Kira and the surviving

figure who will lead her

crew of DS9 - along with four

followers into a war that could

controverisal new officers - are

trigger the cleansing of countless

all that stand against the outbreak

alternate Kiras in countless

of a new conflict and a doom

parallel realities. But the stakes

fortold by the Prophets to

are higher than anyone imagines,

coincide with the birth of Captain

for the pull of destiny tugs at

Benjamin Sisko's child.

other souls who are swept into

Meanwhile, Captain Jean-Luc

the vortex of the Prophets,

Picard and the crew of the USS

remote and timeless beings who

Enterprise make a startling

have set these events in motion.

discovery, one that will

Yet the outcome of this struggle

determine the course of an entire

for the fate of one universe will

civilisation and profoundly affect

ripple across many others, giving

the lives of the crew of Deep

shape to a future that will prove

Space Nine...

to be greatest trial yet for the

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine: The

heroes of station Deep Space 9.

Soul Key Olivia Woods

Demons of Air and Darkness

2009-07-28 Continuing the events

Keith R. A. DeCandido 2001

from Star Trek: Fearful

When a deadly force from the

Symmetry, a new novel in the

Delta Quadrant threatens to

ongoing Deep Space Nine series

annihilate a world near Deep

set after the end of the critically

Space 9, Colonel Kira Nerys and

acclaimed television series.

her crew battle to avert an

Captain Kira’s lookalike, Iliana

planetary disaster, while

Ghemor, dreams of fulfilling a

Lieutenant Nog and Ensign

prophecy that will mark her as

Thirshar ch'Thane race against
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time to shut down the spatial

the show. The vessels include

portals forever, and Quark

warships, fighters, transports,

becomes embroiled in an

hospital ships, patrol ships, racing

interstellar conspiracy. Original.

ships, and shuttles. Each ship is

Star Trek Shipyards: The Borg

illustrated with CG artwork,

and the Delta Quadrant Vol. 1 -

including original VFX models

Akritirian to Kren im Ian

made for the TV show, and is

Chaddock 2021-05-04 Featuring

presented with its technical data

ships of the Borg and vessels of

and operational history. A size

the Delta Quadrant, the first of

chart showing Borg ships to scale

two companion volumes of ships

is included, and an appendix of

from STAR TREK: VOYAGER.

listings for each ship’s debut

This volume begins with the

appearance, and of other

ships operated by STAR TREK's

appearances throughout the Star

greatest villains: the Borg,

Trek series. After you read this,

including the Borg Cube and

be sure to check out the

Sphere, the Borg Queen's Ship,

companion volume - THE

the Renegade Borg Vessel and

DELTA QUADRANT: Ledosian

the Borg Tactical Cube. From

to Zahl, which profiles more than

there, it profiles more than

50 ships of the Delta Quadrant

thirty-five ships operated by the

species, among them the

species Voyager encountered in

Lokirrim Warship, the Species

the Delta Quadrant, featuring

8472 Bioship, and the Vidiian

ships from A - Akritirian to K -

Warships. With previously

Krenim. With technical

unseen artwork specially created

overviews and operational

in CG the two official volumes

histories, the ships are illustrated

form the most comprehensive

with CG artwork - including

account of Delta Quadrant ships

original VFX models made for

from STAR TREK VOYAGER
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ever produced. THE BORG AND

Janeway's 24th century ship in

DELTA QUADRANT: Akritirian

detail, it opens with the ship's

to Krenim IS THE FIFTH BOOK

operational history and features

IN THE SERIES STAR TREK

illustrations of all the key

SHIPYARDS.

locations from the bridge to the

Just a Geek Wil Wheaton

shuttlebay; the deflector relay

2004-06-22 The actor covers his

control room to the stasis

life after leaving the television

chamber. With illustrations and

series "Star Trek: the Next

technical information from

Generation," describing the

official sources, this book provides

pitfalls associated with being a

an extraordinary reference guide

former child star and his decision

to this iconic ship. Packaged with

to launch his weblog in 2001.

die-cast model of the U.S.S.

Star Trek: the U. S. S. Voyager

Voyager!

NCC-74656 Illustrated Handbook

The Fall: A Ceremony of Losses

Plus Collectible Ben Robinson

David Mack 2013-10-29 The third

2020-04-28 Captain Kathryn

original novel in the electrifying

Janeway's Starship Voyager

The Next Generation/Deep Space

Handbook, Packaged with die-

Nine crossover event! THE

cast model of the U.S.S. Voyager!

NEEDS OF THE MANY Despite

Lavishly illustrated with detailed

heroic efforts by Thirishar

technical information, this third

ch’Thane, the Andorian species is

volume in the Illustrated

headed for extinction. Its slow

Handbook series features the

march toward oblivion has

U.S.S. Voyager from the hit Star

reached a tipping point, one from

Trek TV series. This book is an

which there will be no hope of

in-depth, illustrated account of

return. THE NEEDS OF THE

the Intrepid-class U.S.S. Voyager

FEW With countless lives at

NCC-74656. Showing Captain

stake, the leaders of Andor, the
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Federation, and the Typhon Pact

volume have until now been the

all scheme to twist the crisis to

sole purview of the students of

their political gain—at any price.

Starfleet Academy. Each year a

THE NEEDS OF THE ONE

new class of Starfleet cadets

Unwilling to be a mere

carefully reviews and revises the

bystander to tragedy, Doctor

contents. The ships displayed in

Julian Bashir risks everything to

the Starship Spotter are chosen as

find a cure for the Andorians. But

a tribute to the crews who have

his courage will come at a

served on them and the valour

terrible cost: his career, his

shown, regardless of the ship's

freedom . . . and maybe his life.

affiliation. Although only thirty

Starship Spotter Adam 'mojo'

ships could be selected, the cadets

Lebowitz 2012-09-17 The

feel that these ships reflect the

Starship Spotter was created

noble history of space exploration

more than two centuries ago in

and travel. We proudly present

the early years of deep space

to you the Class of 2383 edition of

travel to serve as a reference

Starship Spotter.

guide to assorted space-going

The Next Generation Companion

vessels. Captains of the spaceships

Larry Nemecek 2012-09-25 First

of the United Earth Space Probe

published in 1992 and last revised

Agency used this invaluable tool

in 1995, this is a fitting record of a

to help their crews to distinguish

show that changed the rules by

friend from foe in the

which television was made. The

unexplored reaches of the cosmos.

first adventure drama series ever

When the services were merged

to run to seven seasons and more

to form Starfleet, the Spotter as a

than 170 episodes, Star Trek: The

paper book disappeared from use.

Next Generation broke audience

Only recently rediscovered, the

records wherever it was shown

newest editions of this historic

and remains the most widely
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viewed and consistently popular

Terry J. Erdmann 2000

of all the Star Trek series. This

Chronicles the seven-year

new edition of the series

history of the television series

companion has been brought

with in-depth synopses,

bang up to date to include not

interviews with cast and crew,

only all seven years of the TV

and photographs and illustrations

series but also all four films

that span all 176 episodes.

which have featured the Next

Star Trek, the Next Generation

Generation crew. In addition to

Rick Sternbach 1996 A fan's

Generations (1994), we now have

collection of "Enterprise"

full details of First Contact (1997),

blueprints reveals every deck,

Insurrection (1998) and the very

corridor, and corner of the ship

latest incarnation, Nemesis (2002).

that explored the vast reaches of

A positive feast of information,

space

the Companion includes complete

Typhon Pact: Plagues of Night

plot summaries and credits for

David R. George III 2012-05-29

each invidiual episode and film.

The first novel in a two-part

There are fascinating behind-the-

Typhon Pact adventure set in

scenes glimpses into how each

the universe of Star Trek: The

one was made, and in-depth

Next Generation! In the wake of

analysis really brings The Next

the final Borg invasion, which

Generation universe to life.

destroyed entire worlds, cost the

Illustrated throughout with more

lives of sixty-three billion people,

than 150 black and white

and struck a crippling blow to

photographs, this is a truly

Starfleet, six nations adversarial to

invaluable reference guide.

the United Federation of

Discworld Diary 1998 Terry

Planets—the Romulan Star

Pratchett 1997-10

Empire, the Breen Confederacy,

Deep Space Nine Companion

the Tholian Assembly, the Gorn
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Hegemony, the Tzenkethi

lavishly illustrated with

Coalition, and the Holy Order of

exclusive phtographs. Original.

the Kinshaya— joined ranks to

TV tie-in.

form the Typhon Pact. For

Star Trek, Deep Space Nine

almost three years, the

Herman Zimmerman 1998 A

Federation and the Klingon

guide to the technology of the

Empire, allied under the

imaginary space station at the

Khitomer Accords, have

heart of the program provides

contended with the nascent

descriptions, schematic diagrams,

coalition on a predominantly

and other data

cold-war footing. But as Starfleet

The 34th Rule Armin

rebuilds itself, factions within the

Shimerman 2000-09-22 For once,

Typhon Pact grow restive,

business is going well for Quark,

concerned about their own

not that anyone on Deep Space

inability to develop a quantum

Nine™ truly appreciates his

slipstream drive to match that of

genius for finding profit in the

the Federation. Will leaders such

most unlikely of circumstances.

as UFP President Bacco and RSE

Quark is even looking forward to

Praetor Kamemor bring about a

making the deal of a lifetime --

lasting peace across the Alpha and

when he suddenly finds himself

Beta Quadrants, or will the cold

stuck right in the middle of a

war between the two alliances

major dispute between Bajor and

deepen, and perhaps even lead to

the Ferengi Alliance. It seems

an all-out shooting war?

that the Grand Nagus is refusing

A Vision of the Future Stephen

to sell one of the lost Orbs of the

Edward Poe 1998-04-01 A

Prophets to the Bajoran

behind-the-scenes collector's look

government, which has

at the hit television series begins

responded by banning all

before the first filming and is

Ferengi activity in Bajoran space.
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With diplomatic relations

Trek: Deep Space Nine’s titular

between the two cultures rapidly

space station, U.S.S. Defiant and

breaking down, Quark loses his

dozens more ships comes to life

bar first, then his freedom. But

on the page! Deep Space Nine is

even penniless, he still has his

considered by many Star Trek

cunning and his lobes, and those

fans to be the best of all the Trek

alone may be all he needs to

shows in the franchise’s

come out on top -- and prevent

illustrious 55-year history, and

an interstellar war!

Star Trek Designing Starships

Star Trek Spaceflight Chronology

puts the spotlight on the show’s

Stan Goldstein 1980 Covers the

space-faring vessels. The fifth

history of space flight from the

entry in Hero Collector’s ongoing

beginning of the twentieth

series of Star Trek Designing

century through the year 2202,

Starships, Deep Space Nine and

with the story of man's conquest

Beyond delivers original

of the stars chronicled in

production art and extensive

illustrations and star maps

interviews with the award-

Mr. Scott's Guide to the

wining artists who created the

Enterprise Shane Johnson 1987 A

ships and helped bring them to

floor plan of the U.S.S. Enterprise

the screen over the course of the

encompasses a chronology of the

show’s seven-year run

events in the recent Star Trek

(1993-1999) and its 176 episodes.

movies and looks at the new

Legends of the Ferengi Ira

"Enterprise" built to replace the

Steven Behr 1997-08-01 "Once

destroyed old ship

you have their money, never

Star Trek Designing Starships:

give it back." -- #1 "Anything

Deep Space Nine and Beyond

worth doing is worth doing for

Ben Robinson 2021-08-24 The

money." -- #13 For centuries

inventive concept art behind Star

these and the other famous
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Ferengi "Rules of Acquisition'

caught between the Maquis and

have been the guiding principles

the Cardassians, Riker finds

of the galaxy's most successful

himself with an important

entrepreneurs. But the wisdom

decision to make -- one that may

behind them was not won

affect his future in Starfleet....

without a high cost in lives and

Titan #1: Taking Wing Michael

latnium. Now at last these

A. Martin 2005-04-01 William

inspiring tales of avaricious

Riker, former first officer of the

Ferengi wresting monetary gain

USS Enterprise in Star Trek: The

from the jaws of poverty are

Next Generation, takes command

available to the profit-hungry

of the new USS Titan in this

across the galaxy!

white-knuckled adventure

A Weary Life Robert

perfect for longtime and new

Greenberger 2008-02-01 A new

Star Trek fans. After almost a

six-part epic covering the first

decade of strife against foes such

year of service of the U.S.S.

as the Borg, the Cardassians, the

Enterprise-E, leading up to the

Klingons, and the Dominion, the

events of the hit movie Star

United Federation of Planets is at

Trek: First Contact. A WEARY

the dawn of a new era. Starfleet

LIFE BOOK V A team from the

is renewing its mission of

Enterprise -- Riker, La Forge,

peaceful exploration, diplomacy,

and Daniels -- is sent to deal with

and the expansion of knowledge.

the latest threat from the Maquis.

Among the starships

For La Forge and Daniels, it's just

spearheading that endeavor is the

another mission, but Riker must

USS Titan, commanded by

face the specter of his transporter

Captain William T. Riker and

twin, Tom Riker, who left

manned by the most biologically

Starfleet to join the Maquis.

varied and culturally diverse

When the Enterprise team is

crew in Starfleet history. But
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their mission does not begin

crew become the last hope to

according to plan. In the wake of

prevent the quadrant from

Star Trek: Nemesis, Praetor

falling into chaos.

Shinzon, slayer of the Romulan

Section 31: Abyss Jeffrey Lang &

Senate, is dead. The power

David Weddle 2012-10-23

vacuum created by his demise

Amoral, shrouded in secrecy,

has put the Romulan Star

answerable to no one, Section 31

Empire, longtime adversary of

operates outside the constraints of

the Federation, at the brink of

either conscience or the law.

civil war. Competing factions

They are the covert operations

now vie for control of their

arm of Starfleet. Their mission: to

fragmenting civilization, and if

protect the Federation at

the empire should fall, that entire

whatever cost. Mere days after

area of the galaxy may

the startling events which

destabilize. To restore order to

unfolded in Deep Space Nine:

the region, Titan’s long-

Avatar, Dr Julian Bashir faces his

anticipated mission of exploration

darkest nightmare when Section

is delayed as Starfleet assigns

31 compels him to undertake a

Riker to set up power-sharing

mission to stop one of their own.

talks among the Romulan

But this renegade is no ordinary

factions. But even as the first

agent. Like Bashir, Dr Ethan

tentative steps are taken toward

Locken is genetically enhanced, a

building a new Romulus, the

human superior in both body and

remnants of the Tal Shiar, the

mind. Unlike Bashir, however,

dreaded Romulan intelligence

Locken dreams of remaking the

service, are regrouping behind

galaxy in his own image - and of

the scenes for a power play of

creating a new human empire

their own. With no other help

based on the example of the

available, Riker and the Titan

infamous Khan Noonien Singh.
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As he begins to understand the

and a joint Federation-Romulan

terrifying truth about his

exploratory mission—to develop

opposite number, Bashir will

quantum-slipstream drive, they

learn more about himself than he

have not given up their goals.

ever wanted to know.

Employing a broad range of

Captains' Logs Supplemental

assets, from Romulus to Cardassia,

Edward A. Gross 1996 A behind-

from Ab-Tzenketh to Bajor, they

the-scenes chronicle of the three

embark on a dangerous new plan

spinoff Star Trek series includes

to acquire the technology they

commentary by the actors,

need to take control of the Alpha

writers, producers, and directors;

and Beta Quadrants. While UFP

presents an inside scoop on the

President Bacco and Romulan

forthcoming movie; and includes

Praetor Kamemor work

a show-by-show guide. Original.

feverishly to reestablish peace,

Typhon Pact: Raise the Dawn

Captains Sisko, Jean-Luc Picard,

David R. George III 2012-06-26

and Ro Laren stand on the front

After the disastrous events in the

lines of the conflict . . . even as a

Bajoran system, Captain

new danger threatens the

Benjamin Sisko must confront

Bajoran wormhole as it once

the consequences of the recent

more becomes a flashpoint of

choices he has made in his life. At

galactic history.

the same time, the United

Rising Son S.D. Perry 2003-01-01

Federation of Planets and its

From the author of Avatar (I &

Khitomer Accords allies have

II) and Section 31: Cloak, this

come to the brink of war with

intense story reveals the much-

the Typhon Pact. While factions

anticipated fate of Jake Sisko,

within the Pact unsuccessfully

missing since Avatar Book Two,

used the recent gestures of

as well as the long-awaited

goodwill—the opening of borders

return of someone missing since
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the first season of Star Trek: Deep

Starships: 2151-2293 The

Space Nine... Months ago, young

Encyclopedia of Starfleet Ships

Jake Sisko came upon a

Ben Robinson 2018-09-25 For the

mysterious prophecy in the ruins

first time ever, a chronological

of B'hala, one that told of a Son

history of the Starfleet starships

destined to enter the Celestial

from Star Trek television shows

Temple of the Prophets and

and films! Profiles more than 250

return home with a lost Herald.

years worth of Starfleet ships!

Certain that the ancient text was

Including Zefram Cochrane's ship

intended for him, Jake entered

The Phoenix, which made the

the wormhole to bring back his

first faster-than-light journey in

father, Captain Benjamin

human history, through Captain

Sisko—missing since his final,

Kirk's famous Enterprise up to

fateful confrontation with Gul

the Enterprise-B: the ship where

Dukat in the Fire Caves of Bajor.

Kirk was lost. Plus all of the

But Jake's quest has failed. Or so

Starfleet ships from the STAR

he believes. Flung across the

TREK: DISCOVERY TV series!

galaxy by a power beyond his

This in-depth reference book

understanding, Jake is rescued by

includes a technical overview

a strange ship with an even

and operational history for each

stranger alien crew. Joining

ship and is illustrated with CG

them on a voyage unlike any he

artwork, including original VFX

has ever experienced, Jake learns

models made for the TV show.

that his search for the truth will

Includes THE ENTERPRISE

lead him to find the last thing he

NX-01, THE U.S.S. DISCOVERY

ever expected, and to discoveries

& THE U.S.S. ENTERPRISE

far beyond his wildest

NCC-1701 STAR TREK

imaginings.

SHIPYARDS is a series of

Star Trek Shipyards Star Trek

lavishly illustrated books that
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provide in-universe profiles of

was a mystical bond, a passion for

STAR TREK ships. Each ship is

the ships that carried them. From

profiled with technical

the very first time humans dared

information, its operational

to warp the fabric of space,

history and much more.

escaping from the ashes of the

The Making of Star Trek, Deep

third World War, they also

Space Nine Judith Reeves-

created ships. These vessels have

Stevens 1994 An insider's view

become the icons of mankind's

of the making of the hit series

desire to rise above the

"Star Trek: Deep Space Nine"

everyday, to seek out and make

offers anecdotes, insights into

the unknown known. And these

what viewers see, little-known

ships that travel the stellar seas

stories, and a detailed look at

have stirred the same passions as

every stage of production

the ones that floated in the

Ships of the Line Doug Drexler

oceans. While every captain has

2014-12-02 In celebration of one

wished that their starship could

of science fiction's most beloved

be outfitted in the same manner

franchises, an updated edition of

as the sailing ship H.M.S.

the acclaimed Ships of the Line

Beagle—without weapons—that

hardcover collection. They dared

proved untenable. From the start,

to risk it all in a skiff of reeds or

Starfleet realized that each vessel,

leather, on a ship of wood or

due to the limited range of the

steel, knowing the only thing

early warp engines, must be able

between them and certain death

to stand alone against any attack.

was their ship. To explore, to

Thus arose the idea, taken from

seek out what lay beyond the

the days of wooden sailing ships,

close and comfortable, every

that every Starfleet vessel must

explorer had to embrace danger.

stand as a ship of the line.

And as they did so, what arose

Through the actions of their
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captains and crews, countless

Emperor's iron fist.

starships have taken on that role.

Star Trek Designing Starships

Here we remember some of

Volume 1: The Enterprises and

those ships and their heroic

Beyond Ben Robinson 2018-10-16

crews. In celebration of one of

Explore the design process

science fiction's most beloved

behind the creation of more than

franchises, this updated edition of

30 of the most iconic ships in Star

the acclaimed Ships of the Line

Trek's history! This is the story of

hardcover collection now

how some of the most talented

includes dozens of additional

designers in Hollywood created

images brought together for the

STAR TREK's starships, from

first time in book

the first sketches to the finished

format—spectacular renderings

models that appeared on screen.

featured in the highly successful

Covering the genesis of more

Star Trek: Ships of the Line

than 30 ships including all seven

calendar series. With text by Star

Enterprises, this book is packed

Trek's own Michael Okuda, the

with original concept art,

story of each of these valiant

showing fascinating directions

starships now comes to life. ™, ®,

that were explored and

& © 2014 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR

abandoned, and revealing the

TREK and related marks are

thinking behind the finished

trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc.

designs. The design history of

All Rights Reserved.

every variation of the USS

Star Wars James Luceno 2006

Enterprise is covered within this

Darth Vader, the evil emperor's

volume, including three that

powerful enforcer, sets out to

were never seen on screen.

eliminate all resistance to the

Hundreds of physical and CGI

Empire, a mission that reveals his

model development photos

true strength and role as the

including concept art, blueprints,
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sketches, and schematics,

original VFX models made for

provided by the original

the STAR TREK: VOYAGER

designers and the vast archives of

TV series. With previously

CBS and Paramount Studios.

unseen artwork, the two official

Delve deep into the design

volumes form the most

process that led to the iconic Star

comprehensive account of ships

Trek ships featured on television

from STAR TREK: VOYAGER

and film. Includes concept art and

ever produced. Be sure to also

interviews with the ship

look for Volume 1, The Borg and

designers and screen model

Delta Quadrant: Akritirian to

builders, this first-time ever

Krenim, which features the ships

explored subject will appeal to all

of the Borg, and includes the

Star Trek fans.

Borg Cube and Borg Sphere,

Star Trek Shipyards: The Delta

Borg Queen's Ship, the Renegade

Quadrant Vol. 2 - Ledosian to

Borg Vessel and the Borg Tactical

Zahl Ian Chaddock 2021-08-10

Cube, in addition to thirty-five

Profiling more than 50 ships that

ships of the Delta Quadrant

Voyager encountered in the

species.

Delta Quadrant, this is the 2nd of

Jane Austen's Cults and Cultures

two volumes that profile the

Claudia L. Johnson 2012-05-03

ships from STAR TREK:

Jane Austen completed only six

VOYAGER. Featuring the

novels, but enduring passion for

Lokirrim Warship, the Species

the author and her works has

8472 Bioship, and the Vidiian

driven fans to read these books

Warships, and many more.

repeatedly, in book clubs or solo,

Including technical overviews

while also inspiring countless

and operational histories, the

film adaptations, sequels, and

ships are illustrated with CG

even spoofs involving zombies

artwork, created using the

and sea monsters. Austen’s lasting
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appeal to both popular and elite

ideas and feelings about history,

audiences has lifted her to

class, manners, intimacy,

legendary status. In Jane

language, and the everyday. By

Austen’s Cults and Cultures,

respecting the intelligence of past

Claudia L. Johnson shows how

commentary about Austen,

Jane Austen became “Jane

Johnson shows, we are able to

Austen,” a figure

revisit her work and unearth

intensely—sometimes even

fresh insights and new critical

wildly—venerated, and often for

possibilities. An insightful look at

markedly different reasons.

how and why readers have

Johnson begins by exploring the

cherished one of our most

most important monuments and

beloved authors, Jane Austen’s

portraits of Austen, considering

Cults and Cultures will be a

how these artifacts point to an

valuable addition to the library of

author who is invisible and yet

any fan of the divine Jane.

whose image is inseparable from

Star Trek Shipyards Star Trek

the characters and fictional

Starships: 2294 to the Future The

worlds she created. She then

Encyclopedia of Starfleet Ships

passes through the four critical

Ben Robinson 2018-11-13 The

phases of Austen’s reception—the

second volume in a chronological

Victorian era, the First and

history of the Starfleet starships

Second World Wars, and the

in Star Trek TV and films, from

establishment of the Austen

the 24th century to the far

House and Museum in 1949—and

future! This in-depth reference

ponders what the adoration of

book covers Starfleet vessels

Austen has meant to readers over

including the U.S.S. Enterprise,

the past two centuries. For her

NCC- 1701-D, U.S.S. Voyager and

fans, the very concept of “Jane

Starfleet's first true warship - the

Austen” encapsulates powerful

U.S.S. Defiant. The final chapter
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features time traveling ships

straightforward -- that's Star

from the distant future. All the

Trek.® So what's all the fuss?

featured ships are illustrated with

Why do news crews always

CG artwork, including original

seem to find someone,

VFX models made for the TV

somewhere dressed up in a Star

show. The second volume

Trek costume? What could be so

presenting the first chronological

interesting to so many people?

history of all of the Starfleet ships

Star Trek 101 is the answer.

featured in the Star Trek

You'll learn just a little about the

television programs and films.

heroes (Captain Kirk believes

This volume presents the

that man wasn't meant to live in

technical information, service

paradise), the villains (Klingons

history, and artwork of the iconic

have a thirst for conquest), and

ships featured in Star Trek: The

the important aliens (Vulcans

Next Generation, Star Trek:

live their lives by logic). In the

Voyager, Star Trek: Deep Space

handy recaps for all things Star

Nine, Star Trek: First Contact,

Trek, you'll discover that the

and Star Trek: Nemesis.

television shows and movies run

Star Trek 101: A Practical Guide

the gamut from action-adventure

to Who, What, Where, and Why

to comedy. Just want to sample?

Terry J. Erdmann 2008-09-23 In

The ten essential episodes are

the future, a heroic captain and

offered for your consideration.

his crew explore the Galaxy in a

Star Trek 101 is a quick primer

really fast spacecraft. The crew's

of the television shows and

standing orders are: "...to explore

movies that carry the Star Trek

strange new worlds, to seek out

name.

new life and new civilizations, to

The Star Trek Encyclopedia

boldly go where no man has

Michael Okuda 2011-05-17 From

gone before."™ Simple,

'audet IX to Zytchin III, this book
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covers it all. This is the ultimate

photos and hundreds of

reference book for all Star Trek

illustrations place the Star Trek

fans! Added to this edition are 128

universe at your fingertips.

new pages. This addendum

Planets and stars, weapons and

highlights the latest episodes of

ships, people and places are just

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine®,

part of the meticulous research

Star Trek: Voyager® and the

and countless cross-reference that

newest feature film, Star Trek:

fill this book.

Insurrection™. The thousands of
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